WHAT APARTHEID MEANS

fact:
THE WHITE MINORITY POPULATION OWNS 87% OF THE LAND IN SOUTH AFRICA. BLACKS--WHO COMPRISE OVER 75% OF THE POPULATION--ARE FORCED TO LIVE ON THE REMAINING 13%.

fact:
THE BLACK MAJORITY'S SHARE OF NATIONAL INCOME IS 20%.

fact:
IN 1973-74, EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURE PER BLACK CHILD WAS 28 RAND. EXPENDITURE PER WHITE CHILD WAS 482 RAND--17 TIMES GREATER. THE INCREASE IN DEFENSE SPENDING IN 1975-76 WAS GREATER THAN THE TOTAL AMOUNT ALLOCATED TO BLACK EDUCATION.

fact:
IN SOUTH AFRICA THERE IS ONE DOCTOR FOR EVERY 400 WHITES...AND ONE DOCTOR FOR EVERY 44,000 BLACKS.

fact:
The average monthly income for a black South African is 73 RAND; yet the poverty datum level--"the minimum income compatible with bare subsistence"--is 120 RAND per month.

fact:
One in every four adult blacks is arrested each year for technical infringements of laws applicable to blacks only. In 1974, an estimated 2,000 blacks were arrested each day on pass law violations.

RESISTANCE TO APARTHEID HAS BEEN GROWING
IN SPITE OF INCREASED REPRESSSION

SUPPORT THE FREEDOM FIGHTERS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

*1 Rand approximately $1.15